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"hesitatingly concedethat we are happy about something,interested
in something,and, at least in the majority of cases,do not wish or
intend without wishing fpr or intending something.To put it briefly,
no one fails to recogniz-d
that psychologicaleventsso very commonly
have this distinctive "character of being directedto something" (auf
etwas Gerichtetsein)\as to suggestvery strongly (at least) that we
should take it to be I characteristicaspect of the psychologicalas
opposedto the non-psychological.
The purpose of the following remarks is, nevertheless,not to
explain why I hold this way of looking at the matter to be firmly
established,despite the many difficulties confronting it. There are
so many casesin which reference,indeed explicit directedness(Garichtetsein), to that "something," or (as we say quite naturally) to
an object, unquestionablyforces itself upon our attention that, even
if they alone were to be considered,the question would soon be
answered for anyone who investigatedthese matters scientifically.
The partitioning of whateverdeservesand needstheoreticalconsiderationinto difterent scientificrealms,and the careful delimitation
of these realms, may often be of little practical importance in advancing the researchconnectedwith it. What matters in the final
analysisis the work that is accomplished,and not the banner under
which it is done. However, obscuritiesas to the boundariesof the
diverse areas of sciencecan become significant in two contrasting
ways: either the areaswhich are actually investigatedencroachupon
one another, or they are separatedfrom each other, and consequently leave an intermediate area untouched./The significanceof
such obscurities, within the sphere of our theoretical interest, is
exactly the opposite of their significancewithin the sphere of practical affairs. In the latter, the "ieutral zone" is a guarantee(always
desired but rarely capableof being reahzed) of amicableneighborly
relations, while the overlapping of territorial claims presents the
typical case of conflict of interests.But in the realm of theoretical
activity, where such conflicts, at least, have no justification, it is a
gain, objectively considered,if the frontier districts coincide, for as
a result they are investigatedfrom different sides.A separation,on
the other hand, is always a disadvantage,the seriousnessof which
dependson the size and significanceof the intermediate territory.
The intent of the problem raised here is to call attention to just
such an area of knowledge,T
which is sometimesoverlooked, sometimes not sufficiently appreciatedin its distinctive character. The
questionconcernsthe proper place for the scientific investigationof
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the Object (Gegenstand)taken as such and in general-we wish to
know whether, among the sciencesthat are accreditedby scientific
tradition, there is one within which we could attempt a theoretical
considerationof the Object as such, or from which we could at least
demandthis.

2. Tnu Pnr.ruprcp rN FAvoR oF THBAcruar,
It was no accidentthat the foregoing account took cognition as
its startingpoint in order to arrive at the Object. To be sure,cognition
is not unique in "having" an Object. It has it in such a distinctive
manner, however, that whenever we are speaking of Objects, we
are influenced to think first of all of the Object of cognition. For, to
be precise,the psychologicalevent we call cognition does not constitute the cognitive situation in and of itself: knowledgeis, so to
speak, a double fact (Doppehatsache) in which what is known
confronts the act of knowing as somethingrelatively independent.
The act of knowing is not merely directed toward what is known,
in the way in which a false judgment may be directed toward its
Object. In knowing, on the contrary, it is as though what is known
werg seized or grasped by the psychologicalact, or however else
one might attemptto describe,in an unavoidablypictorial way, something which is indescribable.If one concentratesexclusivelyon the
Object of knowledge, the problem about the science of Objects
which was raised above is initially placed in a rather unfavorable
light. A scienceof the Objects of cognition: does this mean anything more than the demand that what is already known as the
Object of cognition be now made the Object of a science,and thus
the Object of cognition for a secondtime? In other words, are we
not asking for a sciencewhich either is made up of the sum-totalof
the sciencestaken together,or one which would have to accomplish
jointly accomplishanyall over again what the recognizedsciences.
way?
We should guard ourselvesagainst concluding from these considerationsthat the idea of a universal science,in addition to the
special sciences,is abstrd. This understandingof the nature of the
world in its entirety and of its ulrimate foundations,which the best
minds have always consideredto be the final and most estimable
goal of their pursuit of knowledge, can only be the subject of a
comprehensivesciencein addition lo the specialsciences.Indeed,the
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discipline which goes under the name of metaphysicshas been
thought to be exactly such a science.No matter how many disappointmentshave been associatedwith this name, and are associated
with it, the responsibilityfor them lies with our intellectual capacities, and not with the idea of such a science.May one go so far,
therefore, as to take metaphysicsto be the sciencewhose legitimate
function is to deal with Objects as such-or Objectsin their totality?
If we rememberhow metaphysicshas always been conceivedas
I
includingtn its subjectmatter the farthest and the nearest,the greatest and the smallestalike, we may be surprisedto be told that metaphysics cannot take on such a task. It may sound strangeto hear
that metaphysicsis not universalenoughfor a scienceof Objects,
and hence cannot take on the task just formulated. For the intentions of metaphysicshave been universal (a fact which has so often
been disastrousto its success).Without doubt, metaphysicshas to
do with everything that exists.However, the totality of what exists,
including what has existed and will exist, is infinitely small in comparison with the totality of the Objects of knowledge. This fact
easily goesunnoticed, probably becausethe lively interest in reality
which is part of our nature tends to favor that exaggerationwhich
finds the non-real a mere nothing--or, more precisely, which finds
the non-real to be somethingfor which sciencehas no application
at all or at least no application of any worth.
How little truth there is in such a view is most easily shown by
ideal Objectsswhich do indeedsubSist(bestehen),but which do not
by any means exist (existieren), and consequentlycannot in any
sensebe rcal (wirklicft). Similarity and differenceare examplesof
objects of this type: perhaps,under certain circumstances,they sub
sist betweenrealities; but they are not a part of replity themselves.
That ideas, as well as assumptionsand judgments, are nevertheless
concerned with such Objects (and often have reason to be very
intimately concerned with them) is, of course, beyond question.
Similarly, number does not exist in addition to what is numbered,
supposingthe latter does exist; this we clearly know from the fact
that we can also count what doesnot exist. Again, a connectiondoes
not exist in addition\to what is connected,supposingthe latter does
exist: That their existenceis not indispensableis proven by the
3. Concerning the sense in which I intend to\mploy
the expression "ideal,"
which unfortunately is ambiguous in ordinary language, see my essay, "Uber Gegenst6nde h6herer Ordnung, ete.," Zeitschrilt lilr Psychologie, XXl, 198. lThis essay
appears in Volume II of Meinong's -collected works; see Selected Bibliography.l
t
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of languagethat this usage rnakes quite explicit existence-claims.E
Even though the mathematicianmay use the term "existence," he
cannot but concedethat what we would otherwisecall "possibility"
is, in the final analysis, all that he requires of the objects of his
theoretical consideration; it is very noteworthy, however, that a
positive turn is being given to this ordinarily merely negativeconcept.
Togetherwith the prejudicein favor of our knowledgeof reality,
alluded to previously, the basic independenceof nnathematicsfrom
existenceenables us to understand a fact which would be fair$
-surprising if these points were not considened.Attempts to systematizn the sciencesas parts of a whole usually find themselvesin an
embarragsingposition in connection with mathematics, and they
must be extricated,with varying degreesof success,by more or less
artificial expedients.This is in striking contrast to the recognitionone might straightaway say popularity-which mathematics has
acquired for itself even in lay circles by its achievements.But the
organization of all knowledge into the science of nature and the
appearingto be
scienceof mind (Natur- und Geisteswissenschaft),
an exhaustivedisjunction, realtrytakes into account only the sort
of knowledge which has to do with reality (Wirklichkeit). Consequently,when we look at the rnatter more closely,we should not
be at all surprised to find that this organization does not do full
justice to mathematics"
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connection between the equilaterality and equiangularity of a triangle. Moreover, where existing objects are concerned, such as
atmosphericand thermometric or barometric conditions, the connectednessdoes not unite these realities themselvesso much as it
doestheir being or even their non-being.In knowing such a connection, we are already dealing with that special type of Object (mit
jenem eigentumlichenGegenstandartigen),which, as I hope-I have
shown,ais related to judgment and assumptions(Urteilen und Annahmen) in the rvay in which the Object, in a strict sense, (der
eigentlicheGegenstand)is related to presentations(Vorstellungen).
I haye recommendedthe name "Objective" (Obietkiv) for this
type of Object, and I have shown that the Objective itself can
assumethe functions of an Object in the strict sense.In particular, it can become the Object (Gegenstand) of a new judgment,
or of some other intellectual operation, which is related to it as to
an ordinary object (Obiekt). If I say, "It is true that the antipodes
exist," truth is ascribednot to the antipodes,but to the Objective,
"that the antipodesexist." But this existenceof the antipodesis a
fact (Tatsache) which, as everyoneseesimmediately,can very well
have a subsistentstatus, but cannot be still another existent entity
in its own tufn, as it were.* This holds, likewise, for all other objectives, so that every cognitive act which has an Objective as its
Object representsthereby a caseof knowing somethingwhich does
not exist.
What has been stated here only in terms of isolated examples
is supportedby the testimony of a very highly developedscienceindeed the most highly developed one: mathematics.We would
surely not want to speak of mathematics as alien to reality, as
though it had nothing to do with what exists.Indeed,we cannot fail
to recognizethat mathematicsis assuredof an extensivesphere of
application in practical life no less than in the theoreticaltreatment
of reality. However,pure mathematicalknowledgeis never concerned
with anything which must, in the nature of the cage,be actual. The
form of being (^Seiru)with which mathematicsas such is occupied
is never existence (Existenz). In this respect, mathematicsnever
transcendssubsistence(Bestand): a straight line has no more existence than a right anglg a regular polygon, no more tlan a circle.
It can be regarded only as a peculiarity of the mathematicaluse

4. Uber Annahmen, chap. vii.
* ld,asssie zwar sehr wohl bestehen,aber nicht ihrerseitssozusagennoch einmal
existierenkann.'l
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3. Sosew ANDNrcHTsErN
There is thus not the slightestdoubt that what-is supposedto be
the Object of knowledgeneed not exist at all. But our account up
to now may seem to leave room for the conjecture that wherever
existenceis absent, it not only can be but must be replaced by
subsistence.But even this restriction is inadmissable,as may bp seen
by contrastingthe characteristicfunctions of judging and assuming,
a distinction I have attemptedto maintain by contrastingthe "thetic
and synthetic function" of thought.€In the former case,the act of
thought graspsa Sein,in the latter a "Sosein."In eachcase,natnrally,
it is an Objective that is grasped;it is reasonableto speak of a

r

5. Cf. K. Zindler: "BeitrZige zur Theorie der mathematischen Erkenntnis,"
Sitangsberichte
der l<ais, Akademie der Wissenschalten in Wien, phil, hbt. KI.,
CXVIII (1889), p. 33 and 53 f.
.6. Uber Annahmen, pp. 142-ff.
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houseor the land doesexist, has existed,or will exist. However,the
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from
stems
necessity
the
whether
case
first
in
the
nor does it matter
the essenceof the object or whether it stems from aspectswhich
are external to the Obiect in question.In order to know that there
is no round square,I must make a
If physics,physiology,and psychol
ideal character of sense-qualities,
about color as well as about soun
more than the other. Those who l
sion could very well say: "There i
there are no such objects." The fa
is meant by this statementthrows
of objects to reality, or their relation to being, genglaly: that a
somewhatcloser eximination of the matter, which is of fundamental
importancein its own right, is entirely in place in our present study'
4. Tnr AussrnselN oF THE Pune Oslncr

light might be shedon domainswhich are especiallyimportant for us
to know.
But such things may be alien to our natural way of thinking; it
- even
is
more instructive to recall this trivial fact, which does not
yjt go beyond the realm of the Seinsobjektiv.'Any particular thing
that isn't real (Nichtseiendes)must at least be c-apiUteof serving
as the Object for tlose judgmentswhich grasp its Nichtsein It does
not matter whether this Nichtseln is neces$aryor merely factual;
--Jllil-ro*i.nate.

translations of the German terms in the text are the following.
The sein of an object is its existing, or its being real; its Nichtseln is its not exisring' or its being unreal; its ,sosein is its having characteristics. A seinsobJektiv is
an objective consisting of sopething existing, or of something being reai; anarogously for Soseinsobjektiv and Nichtseinsobiektiv.l
7, This principlt was first enunciated by E. Mally in his treatise which was
honored by the Wartinger prize in 1903, and which appears in completely revised
form as No. III of tlese papers; see chap. i, $ 3, of Mally's paper. [Meinbng here
refers to thc volume in which his own essay originally appeared. Mally's paper is
entitled "Untersuchungen zur Gegenstandstheorie des Messens."l
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A recourse to certain psychologicalexperiencessuggestsbetore
to
lie
which
seems
paradox
ttre
p
of
resolving
as natural way
us.I have attemptedto preJent the most essentialpoints pertaining
to this problem in anotherwork.8 But, accordingt9 my-a:count here,
if we were now to maintain the aforementionedsubjectivity of sensequalities,we could speakof the object of a Presentationof blue only
in ttre senseof somethingwhich is a capacity of that presentation,
from which reality withholds, as it were, the opportunity. for its
realization. considered from the standpoint of the presentation,this
still seemsto me to touch on something of essentialsignificance.
However, I cannot concealfrom myself at presentthe fact that it is
no more necessaryto an object that it be presentedin order not
to exist than it is in order for it to exist. Further, even if there were
a referenceto it, the most that could result from its being presented
would be a sori of existence-"s;d5fsngs by way of idea (in der
To
Vorstellung)"-21d 5s, more precisely, "pseudo-existence"'1
.
thinkam
I
exist,"
does
not
"Blue
sayf
I
If
exactly:
expressit more
ing just of blue, and not at all of a pr,esentationand the capacities
-may have. It is as if the blue musi have
place,
it
$ing_ in .the first
(sein)
or
non-being
its
being
of
question
the
before we can raise
(Nichtsein). But in ordef not to fall into new paradoxesor actual
8. t)ber Annahmen, PP. 98 ff'
9. See "Uber Gegensiinde hijherer Ordnung," loc. cit', pp. 186 f'
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absurdities,_perhaps
the following turn of expressionmay be ap_
propriate: Blue, or any-other Oblect whatsoevlr, is somehLwgiven
prior to our determination--ofits -beingor non-biing, io ; way"that
does not
Trry any prejudice to its ion-being. we"'co-urduiJo a"scnoetne srtuationfrom its psychologicalsidein this way: if I should
be able to judge that.a certain Otieit is not, then I upi.u, to have
had.to gra-spthe ObjecJin some way befoieh*A, i"'iiJ"r-to
,uy
anything about its non-being,or morl precisely,ii orao io
or to deny the ascriptionof non-beingto^the Object
"mrThis fact, despite its commonplice charactlr, is seen to be of
re to do justice toit with somewhat
rs of the following considerations.
I a certain thing, A, is not-more
st as much an Objective as is the
tainty with which I am iustified in
degreeof certainty that the Objective,

above,thatithassubsistencef
&:,::itfffl#l",i3li;"ti"li#i',",ffi1

f -i: u seinsobiektiv or Nichiseinsobiiictiv, standsin relation to its
(Obiekt), albe-itcum grano salis,as the *n.f" t it, p".tr.
9Uj"."l
But if the whole has being, so must its parts. This seemsto iean,
when it is extendedto theiase of the objective: if the objectivi has
being (rsl), so, in some senseor other, must the object *rri.n u"longs to it, even whel th9 Objective is an objective of non_being
(Nichtseiwobiektiv). Furthermore, since the otjective rtri"tly pr"vents us from assumingthat A has being, (being, as we have si"n,
can sometimesbe understoodas existence;sometimesas subsistence),
it appearsthat the requirementthat the object have beinj
r*rri"n
was inferred from the being of the Nichtseinsobiektiv)o,u[", ,ror"
only insofar as the being in question is neither existencenor subsistbnce-only ihsofar as a third order of t"in!, it oo" t"1, ip""t
this way, is adjoined to existenceand subsistence.This rort of ueing
must belong, therefore,to every Object as such. A Nichtseinof the
sametype cannot be set in opposition to it, for a Nichtsein evenin
this new-sense
urculd have !g immediatelyproducedifrculties analogous to those which arise fibm Nichtsein in its ordinary sense,and
which the new conceptwas to have eliminated.The teri "euasisein,
seemedto me for a while to be a completelysuitableexpressionfor
this rather oddly constituted typey'f being.
--tU

UUu ennahmen, chap. vii.

/
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This designation,however,like others that were approvedearlier
1r) runs
(for instance, "Pseudoexistenz"and "Quasitranszendenz,"

for such a postulate.Must we not take thought to avoid it in our
case also wherever it is possible?The considerationwhich seems
to force us to such a postulateis, to be sure, an experiencewhich
is easilyobserved.As we have seen,A must be "given" to me in some
way or other if I am to grasp its non-being.This produces,however,
as f have already shown elsewhere,l2an assumption (Annahme)
possessing
affirmativequality: in order to deny A, I must first assume
the being of A. What I refer to, so far as the being of A is con'
cerned,is thus somethingwhich is to a certain extent only a claimant
Sein des ,4 ). But it is of
to being (ein gewissermassen
vorgegebenes
tfte essenceof assumptionthat it direct itself upon a being which
itself does not need to be.
Without a doubt, it would be comforting to be able to say that the
strange kind of being which belongs to that which does not have
being (Sedndes Nichtseiendes)is just as absurd as it sounds' Such
a view could recommenditself to us were it not for the fact that the
Objective,which has being, alwaysseemsto require in turn an Object
which has being. For the present, this requirementis based solely
on the analogy to the part-whole relation: an Objective is thereby
treated as a complex of some kind and the Object belonging to it
as a kind of component.In many:respectsthis may be in accordance
with our insight into the nature of an Objective,which is as yet still
exceedinglydefective.However, no one will deny that this analogy
is only an initial expedient in our embarrassmentand that there
would be no grounds for following this analogy rigorously even for
part of the way. Thus, insteadof derivingthe being of an Object from
the being of an Objective,even on tle basisof a questionableanalory
where the Objective is an Objective of non-being,it would be better
to conclude from the facts with which we are concernedthat this
analogl! does not apply to the Objective of non-being-i.e., that the
being of the Objective is not by any means universally dependent
upon the being of its Object.
ll. Uher Anruhmen, p.95.
L2. Loc. cir., pp, 105 ff.
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This is a position which speaksfor itself without any further ado.
If the oppositionof being and non-beingis primarily a matter of the
Objective and not of the Object, then it is, after all, clearly understandablethat neither being nor non-being can belong essentially
to the Object in itself. This is not to say, of course,that an Object
can neither be nor not be. Nor is it to say that the question,whether
or not the Object has being, is purely accidentalto the nature of
every Object. An absurd Object such as a round square carries in
'of
itself the guarantee its own non-being in every sense;an ideal
Object, such as diversity, carries in itset the guarantee of its own
non-existence.Anyone who seeksto associatehimself with models
which have become famous could formulate what has been shown
above by saying that the Object as such (without consideringthe
occasionalpeculiaritiesor the' accompanyingObjectire-clausewhich
is always present) stands"beyond being and non-being." This may
also be expressedin the following less engagingand also less pretenticlusway, which is in my opinion, however, a more appropriate
one: The Object is by nature indifferent to being (aussersetend),although at least one of its two Objectives of being, the Object's
being or non-being, subsists.
What one could thus call with propriety the principle of the indifferenceof pure Objects to being (den Satz vom Ausserseindes
reinen Gegenstandes)finally eliminatesthe appearanceof a paradox
which was the immediateoccasionfor the assertionof this principle.
As soon as it is recognizedthat, apart from specialcases,both being
and non-being are equally external to an Object, it is then understandablethat nothing more, so to speak,is involved in comprehending the non'being of the Object than there is in comprehendingits
being. The above-mentionedprinciple of the hdependenceof Sosein
from Sein now presentsa welcome supplementto this view. It tells
us that that which is not in any way external to the Object, but
.constitutes its proper essence,subsists in its Sosein-the Sosein
attachingto the Object whether the object has being or not. We are
finally in a position to see with sufficient clarity what confronted
us above as the prejudice in favor of the existence,or at least the
being, of afl possible Objects of knowledge.Being is not the presupposition under whi& knowledge finds, as it were, its point of
attack; it is itself such a point of attack. Non-being is equally as
good a point of attack. Furthermore, in the Soseinof each Object,
knowledge already finds a field of activity to which it may have
accesswithout fust answeringthe questionconcerningbeing or nonbeing, or without answering-tfiilquestion afErmatively.
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5. TnB Tnsonv or Onrncrs ns Psvcnotocv
We now know that those Objects which exist, and even those
which have being, run fan short of the sum-totalof Objectsof knowledge,and we can seethereforehow inaccurateit would be to regard
a scienceof the actual, or a scienceof being in general,no matter
how comprehensiveits scope,as a scienceof Objects of knowledge
taken simply as such.Moreover, in the prwious paragraphs,we have
consideredonly the Objects of cognition. But the question raised
at the very outset of this exposition had to take into consideration
the fact that not only cognition but every case of judgment and
presentationhas its Object-not to mention the Objectivity (Gegenstiindlichkeir)* of extra-intellectualexperiences.This all-embracing
importance of Objectivity for the psychical side of life-it may
indeed be preciselyits distinguishingcharacteristic,as I have briefly
mentioned already-may now suggestto us that (owing to our exclusive attention to cognition) we permitted ourselves to be led
down a detour that might easily have been avoided.For tlrc science
which most naturally would have to do with Objects as such would
be the very one whose businessit is to deal with this Objectivity.
This task, in view of what I have just touchedon once again, seems
to belong to psychology.
In any event, it must be concededthat the current direction of
psychologyis not entirely opposedto such a conceptionof its task.
There is, for example,a psychologyof sound as well as a psychology
of color, within which by no rneans the least important tasks are
taken to be the ordering of the diverse Objects belonging to the
sensorydomain concerned,and the investigationof their distinctive
nature.13It is also natural that the scienceof psychologicalfacts
draws into its range of investigationthe distinctive activities of the
psychologicalsphere-in particular, intellectual activities. Xt would
be an odd psychologyof judgrnent that took no notice of that capacitf which (under sufficientlyfavorable circumstances)reachesout
beyond itself to take possessionof reality in sorne way. There is
* [By "Objectivity" is meant here merely the characteristic of referring to some
Object, It has no direct connection with the usual philosophlcal sense of "objectivity" in English, where objectivity is opposed to subjectivity.l
13. For more detarls, see my "Bemerkungen iiber den Farbenkdrper und das
Mischungsgesetz," Zeitschrilt lilr Psychologie und Physiologie der Sinnesorgane,
)OOGIL p. 3 ff, tThis paper is included in Volume I of Meinong's collected works.l
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somethingbesidesreality which can be known, and it is sometlfng
which wg are in a position to know with the aid of certain intellectual
operations.Psychology,therefore,certainly cannot refrain from consideringboth this capacity to know and also that somethingoutside
of reality (Ausserwirkliche) toward which these characteristicactivities are directed.
To this extent, therefore, the Objects of judging, assuming,and
presenting,as well as the Objects of feeling and desiring, undoubtedly gain entry into psychology.But everyone will notice at once
that this sciencedoes not take these Objects into considerationfor
their own sakes. In practice, both inside and outside of scientific
pursuits, it is, frequently enough, quite an incidenql matter as to
what result is a primary-goal, and what is just acceptedas an accidental by-product. For example,it is certainly useful to archaeology
that what philologistsoften find necessarymerely for textual interpretation pbints to the "real things," yet is no proper part of classical
philology, Otherwise, the latter sciencecould easily lay claims to
being the most basic discipline, since work on 4ncient languages
has provided the starting point for all sorts of scientific activity.
Similarly, psychologicalinquiry can bear fruit for related areas as
long as they belong to scienceswhich are either less developedthan
psychology or have not yet been formally recognizedas sePar,ate
Cciencesat all. Nothing more clearly demonstratesthat this has
happenedin the caseof theoreticalconsiderationof Objectsthan the
eximple of colors mentioned above, where investigation of the
psychologicalfacts first led to the investigationof facts concerning
Objects; an exampleis the investigationof the relationshipsamong
colors conceivedin spatial terms (der Farbenkdrper auf den Farbenraum).raThe referenceto linguistic science,already introduced,
shows in another respect how little psychologYcan qualify as the
true scienceof Objects. In dealing with the meaning of words and
sentences,l6
linguistic scienceis necessarilyalso concernedwith Objects, and grammar has done the spadeworkfor a theoretical grasp
of Objectsin a very basic way. Thus, in point of fact, the viewpoint
from which psychologywas to have been concededany prerogative
in this matter is not apparent; rather, it is clearty seenthat neither
of thesetko disciplingscan be that scienceof Objectswe are seeking.
After it'had beeir shown that the sciencesof being in general,
including the one which has to do generallywith whateveris actual,
are inadequateto the task of the scienceof Objects, it would be
---t+

Ct- tor. cir., pp. 11 ff.
)
15, Cf..Uber Annahmen,pp,2{ft.
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16. "ub* Gegenstiinde h<iherer Ordnung,,, loc. cit., pp. 186 f.
17. Cf' E. Mally, in the third of these studies, chap. i, Sec. 15; chap. iii, Sec.
20; chap. iv, Sec. 25. [See footnote 7.]
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which, strangeto say, has not yet entirely been forgotten. This argument statesthat if "esse" need not be precisely"percipii' it must at
any rate be "cogitari"; for no one can think of an "essd' withoutthinking of it. In any case,the effect of such considerationsmay be
more opposedto, than in accord with, their intent. If, for example,
the ultrawhite mentionedabove is brought into the domain of theoretical considerationjust by meansof a conceptiondirected towards
it, then the novel psychologicalevents which come to ltfe could
engendernew work for psychology.To be sure, this is by no means
necessary.In the caseof the examplewe are consideringhere, such
work is scarcelyto be expected,since an abundanceof similar conceptions is already available. However, the possibilty must certainly be kept in mind, and if it is once actually rcaliz.ed,then how
little the conceptionof ultrawhite is a part of psychologywill become quite clear. By viitue of this conception, the work of the theory
of Objects is to a certain extent already completed, btrt that of
psychologyhas yet to be done. It would be odd do consider the
accomplishedtask a psychologicalone just becauseof the task that
is still to be done.
6. Tns TnBonv or OsrBcrs ls e Tneony or
tnB Os.recrs oF KNowrepcn
What psychology cannot provide us might better be sought,
therefore, in those areaswhere the very nature of what we investigate is constituted,in part, by Objects.On the basis of our previous
discussion,it can hardly be doubtedthat in cog3itionwe have before
us facts of this type. Cognition is not merely a jirdgrnentthat happens
to be true; it is true by its own n4fiug-frus from within, as it were.
A judgment is true, however, not insofar as it has an Object that
exists, or even one that has being, but only insofar as it graspsan
Objective that has being. That there are black swans,but that there
is no perpetuummobile, are both true judgments;but the first concerns an exfuent object, the seconda non-existentobject. In the one
case,the being of the Object in question subsists;in the other case,
its non-beingsubsistsriTruth is always bound up with the being of
Objectives and is therefore partially constituted out of it. The
judgment would not be true if therp were no Objective to which it
referred. Nor would the judgmerrte true if it were constituteddifferently than it is and therefore did not agree with the facts. The
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coincidenceof the one subjectiveand the other objectiverequirement
can thus be entirely accidental: as when one draws a true conclusion from false premises.
Now such an accidentalor external character is surely foreigrr
to the relation between knowing and what is known. In the case
of knowing, it belongs to the nature of the judgrnent that it does
not miss its aim at what is to be known. This distinctive feature of
cognitionachievesa place in the forum of psychologicalinvestigation
through what we know as evidence(Evidenz). However, the evident
judgment itself does not constitutethe fact of cognition. It is essential to grasp the Object with respectto the Objective, and for this
the being of the latter is indispensable.In this respect,the cognition
entirely resemblesthe judgment which is true per accidens, as it
were. For this reason,it was possibleeven at the beginning of the
present essay to call knowledge a double fact (Doppeltatsache).
Anyone who wishesa scientificallycloserview of this compoundfact
must not restrict himself to the psychologicalaspect of it; he must
also take into consideration,as quite expresslya part of the problem
set before him, the other side, i.e., the Objective which has being
and the Object which is implicated in the Objective.
With regardto our major problem, we have in somemeasurereturned to a standpoint which we abandonedin the previous paragraphs, for we have appealed to the fact that objects belong not
only to cognition, but also to false judgment, to presentation,and to
psychologicalactivities which are totally non-intellectual.trf we conclude that the theory of Objectsfalls most naturally within the scientific treatment of cognition, we are confronted with this question:
By restricting ourselvesto cognition and thus excluding other psychologicalevents,do we not.cut ourselvesoff from certain Objects
and give up that universality which is required in dealing with Objects as such?
The doubt is unfounded. trn order to see this, one must, above
all, rememberthe characteristicdifferencebetweenpsychology and
the scienceof knowledge.It is obvious that psychologyis concerned
only with real psychologicaleventsand not with the merely possible.
A scienceof knowledgecannot set similar limitations on itself, becauseknowledgeas such has value, and therefore somethingwhich
is not but could be may draw attention to itself as a desideratum
for knowledge.Accordingly, not only are pseudo-objectsin general,
and hence all objects which are actually judged or presented,to be
included as Objects of our scientiflcknowledge (Wissens), but also
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all Objects which are Objects of our cognition only in possibility.
However, there is no Object which could not at least in possibility
be an Object of cognition; at any rate, we may say this if we adopt
the instructivefiction that the capacityfor knowledgeis not impaired
by limitations, such as stimulusthresholdsand thresholdsof discriminations, which are laid down by the constitution of the subject
and are never entirely absent. Assuming an intelligence of unlimited capacities, there is nothing unknowable; and what is knowable, is. Ilowever, since the preferred usage is generally to apply
"it is" (es gibt) to things which have being, and particularly to
existingthings, it would perhapsbe clearerto say: All that is knowable is given-narnely, given to cognition. To this extent, all objects
are knowable.Given-nessas a most generalproperty can be ascribed
to Objects without exception,whether they are or are not.
The consequenceof these considerationsfor the relation of the
Objects of cognition to the Objects of other psycho{ogicalactivities
scarcelyneedsto be drawn more explicitly. Regardlessof the other
types of experienceone might have of Objects,all Objects are, without exception, Objects of knowledge. Consequently,anyone who
undertakesa scientific treatment of Objects from the standpoint of
cognition need not fear that he rnight thus excludeany areafrom the
totality of Objects.

,7.

T'Jin Tnronv or Osrncrs As "PURELoclc"

It is in accord with long-establishedtrad$on to think of logic
first, when consideringa scientific treatment of cognition. Actually,
it is only very recently that problems have been set for one of the
main parts of logic, the so-calledpure or formal logic,18which agree
unmistak4blywith what must properly be demandedof a theoretical
treatmenCof Objects as such.lo I have already expressedelsewhere
my basic agreementwith E. Husserl'sattack against"psychologism"
in logic.2oI did this at a time when external circumstancesprevented
me from obtaining r,norethan a preliminary and very incomplete
acquaintancewith thb extensivework of this author. Today, when
I trust that through penetrating study I have done justice in some
18. S.. E" Husserl, LogischeUntrry*lr,ngrr, tnro volumes, (Leipzig and Halle,
1900and 1901), "Pure" and "Formal" Eogic are explicitly identifiedin Vol. I, p, 252.
19. In particular, Vol. I, pp. 241 ff,; also Vol. II, pp. 92 fr.,
20. Uber Annahmen,p, l9P
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measureto the merits of the publication in question, I can completely support my previous expressionof agreementand extend
it still further to many another of those "problems." trt is, then, perhaps a dissentof relatively rninor importancethat I wotrld not rifer
theseproblems precisely to "pure logic."
I am influencedabove all by this fact: it is only with great difficulty that the notion of logic can be separatedfrom that of a technology devotedto the advancementof our intellectual powers. Consequently,logic always remains a "practical discipline."zl We may
say at most that a transition can be made from the work of this
practical discipline to what tr have occasionally chancterized as a
"theoretico-practicaldiscipline."z When logic is thus called "pure
Iogic,"28I would prefer to say that the result is not logic at all. And
I would refer tle probiems set for "pure logic" to that theoretical
discipline,or to one of those theoretical disciplines,to which logic,
like all other practical disciplines,must fina-llybe traced.
I am in complete agreementwith the author of the Logische
Untersuchungen,as I have just mentioned,in insisting that recourse
is not to be made exclusively to psychology.Indeed, when I consider the guiding idea to which our author returns again and again
in his polemic against "psychologism" in order to characterizethis
extra-psychologicaldomain of knowledge, it is difficult for rne to
avoid the impression that he was not entirely able to free himself
from what he had opposedwith as much zeal as truth. "Pure" logic
has to do with "concepts," "propositions," "arguments," and the
like.* But are not concepts, after all, presentationswhich may be
used for theoretical purposes,but which are neverthelesspresentations? If one disregardsthe. obtrusive grammatical meaning of the
word "proposition" (Satz), bs is explicitly demanded,a.8., by Bolzano, will one then be able to disregard the psychologicalprocess
(assumptionor judgment) expressedby the grammatical proposi,1. I h"*
tried to present this in greater detail in my work, tlber philosophische llissenschaJt und ihre Proprideutik (Vienna, 1885). See particularly pp.
96 t.
22. Loc. cit., p. 98.
23. I find the equivalent term, "formal logic," objectionable in that it brings to
mind what used to be taught under tlis name and what has properly been opposed
and apparently overcome. Is this objection based merely on a personal idiosyncrasy?
We must also give some weight to the fact that the term "form" cannot provido a
clear picture of what it is supposed to mean.
* [It is impossible to reproduce in English the full significance of Meinong's
remarks here and below. There is no English word or expression which duplicates
the ambiguities of the German "Satz."
The word "Satz" is here translated as
"proposition," but obviou$ly "proposition of contradiction" is to be avoided,l
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tion? More precisely: If we do this, what will be retained that can
in some measurelay claim to the name "proposition"? Still, there
is an extralogicalsensehere in which one can talk of a "law (Satz)
of contradiction," or the "Carnot law (Satz)" and so on,% although,
to be sure, this has the feel of a rather extendedusageof words. As
far as I can see, such an extralogical senseis completely lacking
in the case of the word "inference" (Schluss). Even il one speaks
quite naturally of "the" syllogismin modus Darapti, of "the" hypothetical syllogism, and the like, one means an intellectual event or
the possible results of such an event, just as one means a physiological event when one speaksof "the' circulation of the blood.
To contrast "objective" inferencesand proofs with thory that
are subjective26might thus seem to obscure rather than to clarify
the facts of the matter. But the entire tenor of the Logische Untersuchungen,as well as many of the particular statementsthat are contained in it, convincesone that, despitecertain differencesin detail
(at presentunavoidable),the author'sgoal is thesame as our own.
It is a goal to which he has beenforced by mathematico-philosophical
studies20
and by certain distinctionswhich are in part genuinely,and
in part only supposedly,psychological;I refer to the distinction
between content (Inhalt) and Objectu and, what is even more to
the point, to that between Object and Objective.2sUnder such circumstances,the common causewill be better servedif I ceasedwelling on these considerations(which may be largely terminological
anyway) and, instead, try to show briefly how, in my opinion, we
may deal more adequatelywith the danger of "psychologism"-2
danger which, in spite of the attention devoted to it, may not yet
\
have been entirely avoided.
8. TUB Tnronv or Os.recrs es Eprstsnolocy
Before we-do this, however, we may draw an obvious practical
consequencefrom the criticisms we have directed against the expression "pure logic." There is no need to invent a name for a
theory of scientifickq5rwledge(Wissen) which setsitself no practical
24, What is involved here is, of course, the Objective; see Uber Annahmen,
p . 1 9 7.
'
IIy.p..26;-ilso pp. 94 and 101.
i5. Losische(Jntersuchungez,
26. Seeop. cit., Prefacsto Vol. I, p. v.
27. "Uber GegenstiindehcibererOrdnung," Io?tit,, pp. 185 ff.
28. Uber Annahmen,pp. 150&
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goals and accordingly represents a theoretical science. One could
not wish for a more natural name than the designation,"Theorie

remote.
"Psychologism,"as the name of a natural or consideredtendency to solve problerns with predorninantly psychological rneans,
involves no blame in itself.2gHowever, within a certain sphere of

who neglectsthe second side of this fact and so proceedsin the
theory of knowledge as if there were only a psychologicalside of
cognition, or one who would foist the viewpoint of psychological
events on this second side, is not to be spared the reproach of
psychologism.
Can we make clear to ourselveswhy there is this danger of
falling into such a psychologism,a danger from which scarcely
anyonewho has concernedhimself with epistemologicalmatters has
withheld his tribute? The double aspect (Doppelseitigkeit) of. cognition is so striking that hardly anyone could overlook it even if
only existing things were to be known. However, as we have seen,
all of mathematics,and particulad geometry,deals with the nonreal. Thus, the prejudice in favor of reality that I have repeatedly
called to attention leads here to a dilemma which seemsto be quite
illuminating and which is, nevertheless,basically very singular. To
be sure, we may not become explicitly consciousof it easily, but
29. The proven objectivity of Uberweg-Heinze's presentation of facts assures
me of this in my own case. They place my own scientific activity under the general
title of "Psychologism," (Grundriss der Geschichte det Philosophie, 9th ed., Part
IV, pp. 312 ff.) Ths sense in which I myself might agree with this characterization
may be seen in Uber Annahmen, p, 196,
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it may be formulated approximatelyin the following manner: either
the Object to which cognition is directed exists in reality or it exists
solely "in my idea" (more briefly, it "pseudo-exists',).perhaps
nothing bearsmore eloquenttestimonyto the naturalnessof this disjunction than the use of the word itdeal.', According to modern
usage,without regard for its historical meaning, the word .,ideal,'
means the same as "thought of" or ',merely presented"; hence it
pertains, apparently, to all of those objects which do not exist
or which could not exist. What does not exist outside of us,
so one automatically thinks, must at least exist in us. Such an
Qbject, it is supposed,belongsbefore the forum of psychology;one
then makes room for the thought that the knowledge of eiisting
things (and along with this knowledgereality itself) cin perhapsbe
treated "psychologically."
And perhap5 this prejudice in favor of what is actqal can be
traced one step farther back by exhibiting the truth from which it
could have originated.It would certainly be mi$takento believethat
every instance of hnowledgemust concern existenceor something
existent. But is it not correct to say that all cognition as such ul-being
timately has to do with something which has
(mit einem
Seienden)2That which has being, the "fact,', without which no cognition could count as cognition, is the Objective.It is the Objective
which is graspedby the relevant cognitive act and to which being
(Sein) or, more precisely, subsistence(Bestand) belongs,whether
it is positive or negative,whether it is an Objective of being (Sein)
or of.Sosein Would it be too risky to suppgsethat the faciuality of
its Objective, which is unfailingty associatedwith any instance of
cognition, has undergonea sort of transferenceto the Object (which
is almost the only thing consideredby theory) and that it is then
exaggeratedinto the tacit demand that everything that confronts
knowing be real?
The question may remain undecidedhere. Our problem is not
the psychology of psychologism.This much, however, stands beyond all doubt: psychologismin the theory of knowledgeis invariably based on the neglect or misunderstandingof the Object side \
of(the word "Object,' being here taken in its
cognitive state,u
-the
widest sense,in which it includes the Objective). One falls into
psychologismif one fails to grasp the significanceand the distinctive
character of the Objective agd aEcordingly,looks to the Object
for the being which belongsto all cognfion. -In such a caseone does
not, sufficiently appreciatgJhe possibility of Nichtsein and Sosein,
and one says that ss6sthing actual must be involved in anything
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that has being. And surely, whoever wishes to free himself from
this misconceptionneed not make it his task to keep psycholory
at a distance from the theory of knowledge. The psychology of
cognition must always constitute an integral part of the theory of
knowledge.The only thing against which he rnust guard himself is
taking for psychology that part of the theory of knowledge which
is and must remain the theory of Objects.
If the theory of the Objects of knowledgeor, more briefly, the
theoryof Objects,is presentedto us as an integral part of the theory
of knowledge,so
the answerto the initial questionof our presentdiscussioncan easily be found. The proper place for investigatingObjects as such, we could then say, is the theory of knowledge.And,
in fact, this result could be left standing without rnuch damageto
the theory of Objects. The more clearly the theory of knowledge
becomesaware of its tasks, the more certainly it will become and
remain,by virtue of one of its fundamentalparts, a theory of that
which is to be known, of the "given" in the sensein which the word
was employedabove, and consequentlyof the sum-total of Objects
generally.Often enough,epistemologicalinterestswill quite naturally
preparethe way for an interest in the theory of Objects. Nevertheless,if I seerightly, we must go one step further if we are really to
do justice to the claims which a theory of Objects is competentto
make in virtue of its distinctive nature.
9. TUB Tusonv or Osrrcrs .4,se SppaRAreScrcNce
The position of psychology, which along with the theory of
Objectsmust be given a fundamentalshare in the theory of knowledge,points to this fact. We havealreadyseenit to be self-evidentthat
there can be no theory of knowledgewhich does not concern itself
with the act of knowing and which is not to this extent also a psychology of cognition. However, no one would consider the significanceof psychologyfor the theory of knowledgeto be an adequate
characterizationof the position of psychologyin the systemof sciences.No one would wish to regard psychology as nothing more
than a piece of episternology.Shall we be satisfiedwith a wholly
analogouscharccteization of the theory of Objects? Is it necessary
30. Agreement i$ expressed most recently by A. Hiifler, "Zur gegenw2irtigen
Naturphilosophie," in Vol. II oL Abhandlungen zur Didoktik und Philosophie der
Naturwissenschalt, ed. F. Poske, A, E{<ifler, and E. Grimsehl (tserlin, 1904), p. 151
(p. 91 of the separate edition).
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for our interest in the theory of Objects to proceed, as it were, by
way of our interest in cognition?
It seemsthat anyone who has involved himself closely with the
problems of the theory of Objects has plenty of direct experience
to the effect that this is not the case. We may acknowledgethat
epistemologymay utilize every detail which competent inquiry in
the theory of Objectshas producedand will produce,to afford some
further information, perhaps less directly, but no less clearly. We
can fully appreciate the basic significance of what the theory of
Objects has to show us concerningpsychologismin epistemology,as
we have just done, and at the same time admit that the theory of
Objects raises problems whose solutions are interesting for their
own sakes.
This becomesparticularly clear when qe make an ,assumption
which may still involve much that is obscure,but concerningwhose
essentialsI have no fear of making any mistake. I have referred
before to the fact that a suitable place for mathematicscould never
be found in the systemof sciences.If I am not mistaken,the anomalous position of mathematicshad its basis in the fact that the concept of a theory of Objects had not yet been formed. Mathematics
is, in its essentialfeatures,a part of the theory of Objects.I say "in
its essentialfeatures" in order to explicitly leave open the possibility
of a specificdifferentiationof mathematicalinterests(which I believe
is one of the unexplainedmatters mentioned above).81Apart from
that, it seemsquite obvious to me that both internal and external
factors have securedfor mathematicsan advantagewithin its own
domain, while the theory of Objects must set the entire domain
of objects before itself as its task or hold this domain before its
eyes as an unattainableideal. If.this considerationis justified, then,
as soon as some account is taken of the more specific aspectsof
the theory of Objects we cannot fail to see how little our interests
in it are epistemologicalinterests.
From what has been said, I draw the conclusionthat the theory
of Objectshas a claim to the statusof a disciplineindependenteven
^\
of the theory of knowledge, and, accordingly, to that of an independent science.Thh claim cannot be elevatedto the level of an
accomplishedfact, but, on the contrary, is scarcely beginning to
be fulfilled, for the theory as a whqle is somethingto be developed,
and not somethingready to'be exhibited. The high stageof development of one of its parts constlutes an external obstacleto the
-J-t.

E- tl" beginningsof #relevant work, see E. Mally, in No. uI ot these
studies: Intro., Sec. 2; chap. vii, Secs,40 ff. [See footnote 7.]
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recognition of its claims, which can hardly be overestimated.A
mathematicianmight well be disturbed by the suggestionthat he
is "really" a theorist of Objects (Gegerutandstheoretiker).F{owever, no one will demand that a physicist or chernistconsider hirnself to be a metaphysician.This is so becausea sciencewhich already exists cannot be either charactenzedor even named in terms
of a sciencewhich is still merely an object of aspiration. Moreover, a relatively general science as such can and must set itself
goals which are foreign to the relatively specializedsciences.This
secondpoint is somewhatobscured,in the case of the relation of
mathematicsto the theory of Objects, by the fact that in the domain of the theory of Objects mathematics represents not one
(of several) but, at least for the time being, the only special science of its type which is known and recognized.A twofold task,
perhaps quite dissimilar in its two aspecls, is, accordingly, to be
ascribedto the theory of Objects. On the one hand, the theory of
Objectshas the problems of a scienceof the highest degreeof generality and comprehensiveness.
On the other, it has, as if standing in the place of a whole group of specializedsciences,those
problemswhich so far have not received any special consideration.
Becauseof the necessityfor descendinginto relatively specialized
domains which arises from this situation, its nature as a general
scienceis unavoidably again obscured.Consequently,the subsumption of mathematicsunder the theory of Objects can easily appear
to threatenthe distinctive characterand specialclaim of the former.
However, such external and accidental matters ought not to
hamper insight into the essentialconnection between mathematics
and the theory of Objects tg the extent that that connectionexists.
This not entirely simple situation can, perhaps, best be given its
due by saying: Mathematicsis certainly not the theory of Objects,
but is now as before a sciencein its own right. However, its Objects
are includedin the domain which the Theory of Objects,also having
its own justification, must deal with as a whole.
10. TnB TnBonv oF OBJEcrs ,c,I.ro
OrHen ScrsNrcrs;
GeNeRAr,ANDSpncrArrzeo TueoRy oF Osrncrs
The theory of sciencecan adopt two approachesto its subject
matter-that is to say, the various sciencesthemselves-with which
it deals. In the natural approach, it can proceed with assuranceif
it obeys the principle of all the factual sciences:first the facts and
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then the theory. The severalsciencesrnust first be given. T'hen the
necessityfor examining more closely their nature and mutual relationship may become justified. However, science is also, at least
partially, the result of premeditatedactivity. In employingsuch foresightedness,the theory of sciencecan also deal with scienceswhich
do not yet exist but should exist. It can find itself directed toward
renderingthe idea and the tasks of such sciencesas preciseas possible in anticipation of them.
In the preceding discussionwe found ourselvescompelled by
our interest in Objects to. considerationswhich belong to the theory
of science.In this connettion, it is incumben?upon the theory of
scienceto function in the secondof the two ways mentionedabove.
The theory of Objects, which we must claim to be a proper science,is, in the main, a sciencethat for the time'beinghardly exists
at altr-especially as a separatediibipline explicitly recognizedin its
own right. But, although no investigationshave been carried out in
the name of the theory of Objects, we must not suPposethat this
sciencehas been wholly neglected.
trf we were to trace out in detail the numerousand intimate relations which the sciencewe have just proposed bears to ways of
thinking that have been followed in the past, we would see that it
justifies itself by what it has to offer. This is not the proper time to
trace theseconnections;nevertheless,in introducing this new science
it is appropriateto make somemention of them, Thus, some notice
can be taken of necessitieswhich have been felt for a long time
and which have already found expressionin the r,nostdiverseways,
necessitieswhich have arisen in consciouslyworking out interests
that are very widespread,but which have often been unconscious
of their real goal.
In fact, I believethht no specialhistorical investigationis actually
required to establishthat, although the theory of Objects may not
have been pursued "explicitly" heretofore, it has all the rnore frequently been pqrsued "implicitly." To this I must add that, at least
in practice, the implicit status has degreeswhich smooth,fransition
to the explicit status. Anyone who wishes to pay attention to such
transitions and their orsets should bear in mind that we have met
with interests of two different types pertaining to the theory o\
Objects: those in regard to questiofisabout certain specialdomains
of Objects,and those in regaqd'to questionswhich concern the
domain of Objects as a whole. We can in this sense,even if it be
only for momentary undqetdnding, separatea specializedand a
generaltheory of Objects.
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We have referred above to the faat that speciatrized(in a certain sensethe most specialized) ttreory of Objec'r.shas found in
mathematicsthe most splendid representationthat could be desired.
This luster has long led to efforts to make the procedure, more
mathematico,accessibleto other sciences-I might say, other domains of Objects. We shall scarcelybe tripped unr by any significant error if we add: wheneversuch atternptshave been undertaken,
then to that extent an effort has been naadealso to do the task of
specializedtheory of Objects in areas outside of rnathernatics.Of
course,not every application of mat"hernatical
proceduresneed thus
be taken into considera{.ion.
When the merchant or the engineercatrculates,he has as little to do with the theory of Objects as with any
other theory. Flowever, certain presuppositionshaving to do with
Objects lie naturally at the base of such practicanapplications; it
is not otherwisewhen the application results in a theoretical interest. In contrast with the technique of calculation which dernands
complete attention, the nature of these presuppositionscan rernain
fully in the background"This is ilinrstratedmost clearly by the theory
of probability and the theory of probable error, which even now are
still not recognizedby everyone as naturatrlybelonging to Logicand
psychology.The nature of these assulroptionscan possibly put the
calculationsin question at the serviceof the theory of Objects (as
we can see in the case of the theory of combinations). Meanwhile,
geometry seernsbetter prepared than arithrnetic to extend a hand
beyond its narrow borders to discoveriesin the theory of Objects.
trf one observesthat the domain of spatiatrquantities belongs to
arithmetic, then what is offered as the translation (so familiar to
everyone) of the geornetricalview from space to tirne is already
extramathematicaland, moreover,pertains to the theory of Objects.
It pertains to the theory of Objects becauseit is in no way tied up
with the so-calledreality, or more precisely,real existenceof tirne.
It is obvious that the analogy is valid for phoronorrnyto a rnuoh
greaterrneasure;if-what seemsto me to need no proof-,A. Fliifler
is correct in contending that tension is the "third fundamental
phenomenonof rnechanics" along with space and time,82then an
additional direction is indicated in which this science,without prejudice to its naturaXlyernpirical character,engagesthe iraterestsof the
32. A. Eltjfler, "Zur gegenwiirtigen Naturphilosophie," p. 84 (p. 24 in the
separate edition), note 23; also p. 164 (104). In any case, "the theory of dimensions" mentioned on p. 147 {87), ibid., deserves to be mentioned in connection with
the point before us.
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theory of Objectsthrough the most thoroughgoing priori treatment

chology to order the "perceptual Objects" ("Empfindungsgegens'
tiinde')ts belonging to t}te difterent sensesand, where possible,to
understandtheir multifarious aspectsin tep.s of spatial representation are particular$ instructive. Even if, in regard to visual sensation, where these effortl have brought forth the most tangible
results,sathe name "color-geometry" implies far more praise than
is actually deserved,it still becomesundeniably aPparentthat the
character of the pertinent investi$tions belongsmuch more to the
theory of Objectsthan to psychology.I trust that it is not excessively
personal for me to report at this time that much of the essential
nature of the way in which the theory of Objects frames its questions originally occurred to me while I was engagedin supposedly
exclusivelypsychologicallabors toward clarification of thesematters.
What I have called the encroachmentof the mathematicalapproach beyond its strictest limits has an instinctive and unconscious
iharacter in comparison with the completely explicit attempts to
expand that domain and to generalizeto the fullest extent possible
that way of framing a problem.Thesehaveprobably alreadyachieved
someimportanceunder the name of the generaltheory of functions;
one cannot fail to see this in such designationsas "the theory of
extension" and "the theory of manifolds," and even under the frequently misunderstoodcatchword, "meta-mathematics."From the
point of view we have addptedhere, thesestrikingly significantinvesiigations representthe transition from the specializedto the general
theory of objects.A similar statusmay be ascribedto the endeavors
and results customarily grouped under the generalname of "mathematical logic," even though those endeavorsare in many respects
intended for an'entirely different purpose. On the o$er hand, it is
likely that the treasureof valuable assertionsand suglestions,which
(non-mathematical)logi,q,epistemology,and metaphysicsfrom Aristotle to the presenthave contributed to the area with which we are
33. A t** introduced by Witasek, o,h?"h ,""-. to me very useful. (Cf' his
Gr.unillagender allgemeinenAsthetik [Ireitrzig, 1904], pp. 36 ff.)
psychologischenFarbenkiirper," Ioc. cit.,
34. Cf. my "Bermerkungenfp":,i"f
pp. 5 ff.
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tences.86
Huwever different the two casesmay be on the whole, one
is 0emptedto say that the generaltheory of Objects must learn from
grammarjust ai the specializedtheory of Objects must learn from
mathematics.
As this quick survey showsdespiteits somewhatcursory nature,
the theory of Objects is by no means completely dependentupon
work which is yet to be performed. Indeed, one might ask whether
the attempt to introduce a "theory of Objects" lneans any more
than a new name for an old concern. One could easily go on to
find that it is indifferent to the investigationitself whether it is undertaken by a mathematician,physicist, logician, ot a student of the
theory of Objects. Nevertheless,a misunderstandingwould lurk in
this last move-a misunderstandingwhich was countered explicitly
at the beginning of this exposition. It is certainly immaterial who
solvestheoretical problems and under which name he solvesthem.
If recognitionas a special discipline should be successfullyobtained
for the theory of Objects, one would, now as before, always have
physicists,linguists, and the repreto be thankful to nnathematicians,
sentativesof other sciencesfor their energeticfurthering of the interestsof the theory of Objects, even when they do not mean to
havedepartedfrom the legitimateterritory of their own science.But,
for many, recognition of this science would clarify the nature of
the problems to be solved-especially where (as is commonly the
case) the most relevant works are not of the greatestimportance. A
natural consequence
of this is that old problemsare renderedprecise
and new ones introduced. From the point of view of the theory of
Objects, the problems and concernswhich we have just grouped
together-and which at first glancewould seemso diverse-present
themselvesas belonging together; the value of such a point of view
is thus confirmed.
35. Ct, Uber Annahmen,esp, pp. 19 ff., 175 ff.
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11. Pnnosopr{y AND rnr Tlrsony on OnlBcrs

one must resolve, particularly if one endeavors to start from tle

one cannot work in the theory of knowledge without also working
in the
F.ory of Objects, or at least utilizingl the most important
discoveriesof the theory of Objects, seemsto me beyond doubt.s?
Therefore, if someofleshould claim that these studiei are properly

existencetherefore can be inferred from the fact of the appearance.
I would certainly not deny that the things that thus appear are of
interestto the physicist.But I cannot imagine how the "phenomena"

riloJoetails on this point u." 3 b, found in rpy work, uber phirosophische
'
Wissenschaltund ihre Propiideutik,. chap. i. Squ,{-*t
recently, Utin.., :;Zu,
gegenwiirtigenNaturphilosophie,',Ioc. c4, pp. 123 (63) fi.
37, Cf. also H:ilfler, loc, cr'l.,p. l5l (91).

38. Communicated in SuPplementI of Hiifler's repeatedly cited u'ork, "Zur
gegenw?irtigen
NaturphilosoPhic."
39. Ibid., pp. 15a (94) ff.
;ii,
gegenwtirtigenNaturphilosophie,"esp' pp' 131 (71) ff'
+0. Ct.

-le.

\
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of these (e.g., the "phenomena" that come after the beginning and
the end 9f the appearingthing) can be excrudedfrom ihe d6main
of metaphysics
.{l..gnnronriate evaluation of the importance of what Breuer
and Hiifler sugg€stwould require me to digress too far from the
main therneof this study. Fof now, thesefei hints
to show why it still seemsto me to be most appropriut",
-"V-U" "rougt,
in the

rcarm
_or-mvestlgatlon the inorganic as well as the organic and
psychological,
in order to ascettainwhat has validity toi Eu"rytrring
that falls in such diverserealms. of course,the emphasiswniJtr trris
definition places on universarityrenders the necess-ityfor clarifying
the relations betweenmetaphyiics and the tnrory oi o;jr.tr-;'re"cially obvious. This is so becauseour attentionhas utso ulen-aiu*r,
9{ .th" exceptionalbreadth of the area pertaining to th" tfreoSyot
Objects.But- perhaps it is precisely bV th" simultaneousconsidera_
the theory of Objects that we are led to ,a standpoint from
:t??_-ol
wnrchwe can perfectour characterizationof metaphysicsind thereby
silen"", many of the doubts which may previousrynu* u."rr iui*a
about it.
. - In this way, moreover, I can fan back on what has been -said
before and, to that extent, cut my discussion ,nort.
f, u, *e
_
may well believe,everythingthat
exisisin the world is either psychological_or physical, then metaphysics,insofar as it is conclrned
with the psychologicalas welf ai the physical, is the science
of
reality in general (von der Gesamtheit des wirktichen). To this
extent, then, to cite an example, both the fundamentai thesis of
monism, which assertsthe essentialidentity of the physicar
tn"
psychological,and that of duarism,which assertstneii
"oJ difessentiar
f:t"l:",. are metaphysical. But any one who knows miog, it U"
rdentical or different certainly knows sometflng about thes=e
things;
yet his knowledge,however, also concerns idintity and/or
differT"?, ."ld identity itsel-fis as far from being a thing atrIs difference.
Both identity and differencestandgutside oi the disjunctionbetween
the physical and the psychologicali sing they stand beyond rtre real

--.it*

philosophische
Ilisserucha!t,d",, p. 7,
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(ausserhalbdes Realen). There is atrsoknowledge of what is not
act:c,al(von Nichtwirklichem). No matter how generally the problems of metaphysicsare construed,there are questionswhich are even
more general;these questions,unlike those of metaphysics,are not
oriented exclusivelytoward reality. The questionsof theory of Objects are of this kind.
But one will immediately ask: is it not forced, or at least arbitrary, to exclude in principle all ideal objectsa2from the area of
metaphysicalinvestigation?f answer that in the first place they are
by no means excluded in every sense.Our metaphysicalinterests
would certainly be in a sorry plight indeed, as the exarnple of
monism and dualism has just shown, if one couLd not speak in
metaphysicsof identity and difference,nor of cause,purpose, unity,
continuity, and many other objects which are either entirely or partially of an ideal nature. However, many Objects of this type are
also discussedin physics,althoughno one would count them among
the Objects of physical inquiry. In any case, the restriction of the
realm of metaphysicsto reality is intended with a very definite reservation. Fresupposingsuch a reservation, however, X believe in
fact that this restriction is entirely compatible with the spirit in
which metaphysicshas been carried on both in ancient and in modern times, in accordancewith that natural.pre-erninenceof the real
which has been repeatedlytouched upon. "Ontolory," the "theory
of categories,"and the other subjectsassignedmore or less unanimouslyto metaphysicshave occasionallyallowed a place for interests
extendingbeyond the limits of the real; but this is an indication only
of the correctnessand unavoidability of these interests.Itrowever,as
far as I can see,there is no roorn for doubting that the fundarnental
intention of all metaphysics[as always been directed toward comprehending the "world" in a strict, natural sense,i.e., the world
of reality. This is so even when this comprehensionseemsto show
that what is to be comprehendedhas no claim at aXl to the title
of a real object. But even if our present view of the character of
metaphysicsup to this time should not convince everyone,indeed
even if it should be shown to be historically incorrect, the error
concernsonly the definition "de lege late," as it were, and the defititton "de lege ferenda"4swould remain open for consideration.
On this assumption,the characterizattomof rnetaphysicsadvanced
above would be a proposal for a definition: the restriction of the
42, "Uber Gegensttindehdherer Ordnung," pp. 198 ff.
43. Breuer,in Hiifler, Ioc, cit,, p. 189 (129),
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name "metaphysics" to the general science of reality would be just
as desirablein the interest of a clear formulation of the problems
of metaphysicsas it would be in the interest of its distinct delimination in relation to the theory of Objects.

ist"aa in such a way that, whereas all existing things subsist, it is
not true that all subsisting entities (e.g., difference) also exist?
Even in this case,the area which the theory of Objectscomprehends,
as,we have seen, would not be included in its entirety; the nonsubsistent,the absurd,would be excluded.To be sure, the nonsubsistent is of little concernto the natural interest,and it provides an even
smallerpoint of purchaseto intellectualunderstanding.aE
But it does
belong to the "given" (Gegebenen),after all, so that the theory of
Objectscan by no meansignoreit.

44. "Uber Gegenstiindehtiherer Ordnung," p. 186.
45. SeeE. Mally, in No. III of thesestudies,
i, Spcs.5 f..
,chap.
I
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absurd by nature, whether it subsistsor could equally weli existthese are questionswhich are actually of interest to the theory of
Objects and which are ultimately questionsabout being. trn brief,
therefore: even the restriction to Soseinprobably cannot be brought
into harmony with the essentialnature of the theory of Objects.
There may be, however, a rather sirnpie source of assistance
here. It is a methodologicaldistinction, and one which, so far as it
concernsthe nature of the sciences,peoptreheretofore have sought
to make with too much, rather than too little, ardor. As is generally
known, some casesof knowledgeare justified in terms of the characteristics,the Sosein,of their Objects or Objectives.Again' there
are other casesof which this is not so.aoThe first type of knowledge has long been called a priori, and the latter, empirical. Nowadays we occasionallymeet with failure to recognizethis distinction,
but such failure no rnore affectsthe validity of the distinction than
does the fact of color blindness aftect the distinction between the
various colors. (The state of color blindness,however,is psychologically much more interesting.) If we now make use of the distinction
betweena priori and empirical, we will have no difficulty, it seems
to me, in making a satisfactorydifferentiationbetweenour two disciplines. What can be known about an Object in virtue of its nature,
hence a prioiri, belongs to the theory of Objects"This involves, in
the first place, the Sosein of the 'ogiven." But it also involves its
being (Sedn) insofar as that can be known frorn i.ts Sosein.On the
other hand, that which is to be determined about Objects only
a posteriori belongsto rnetaphysics,provided that the knowledgeis
of a sufficiently general character. That the domain of reality will
not be oversteppedas long as the knowledgein question is affirmative in nature is assuredby the a posteriori characterof this knowledge. There are, therefore, precisely two sciencesof highest generality: an a priori sciencewhich concernseverythingwhich is given,
and an a posteriori one which includes in its investigationseverything which can be consideredby empiricatrknowledge,i.e,, reality
in general"The latter scienceis metaphysics,the former is the theory
of Objects.
The most striking feature of this definition is that metaphysics
appearsas an empiiical science;yet the representativesof the separate scienceshave reproached both ancient and modern rnetaphysicsmainly for a lack of sufrcient empiricism. I would not wish
46, Uber Annahmen,pp. 193 f.
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,,metaphysics"
has often
. If one_objects, however,that the word
been used as a name for intellectual endeavorsor -evenfor results

It is imp-robablethat all difficulties concerningthe boundary betweenmetaphysicsand the theory of Objectsare eliminatedby means
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of this division. Eut it would be unfair to demand in this instance
what has not been clearly achievedin any instance of contiguous
sciences.A more important objection emergesspecificallyfrom the
standpoint of the theory of Objects. We have treated this as if it
were simply a generalscience,even though we had to make a quite
explicit distinction above betweena generaland a specializedtheory
of Objects. Here is an imperfection which cannot be removed, at
least in the present state of knowledgeof nnatterspertaining to the
theory of Objects; there are practical reasonsfor this. trt is clear
that mathematics,insofar as it is a specializedtheory of Objects,
could be accompaniedby still other specializedtheories of Objects,
their number scarcelyto be determined.However, these areas are
at present so incompletelyknown to us that in studying them there
is not yet any need to specialize.The specializedtheoriesof Objects
divide at this time, therefore, into rnathernaticaland non-rnathematical. What can now be said about the second member of this
wholly primitive division is so obvious that it easily finds a place
within the limits of the general theory of Objects. T'o this extent,
there is at present no specialiZedtheory of Objects other than
mathematics.Cf course,one cannotpredict how long this will be so.
Developmentalong these lines will not be forestalled by the definition proposed above. Jr.lstas specializedempiricatrsciencesare set
over against the general empirical science,specializeda priori sciences can accompany the general a priori science.For the tirne
being, this possibility is realized only in mathematics;in subsuming
rnathematicsunder the standpoint of the theory of Objects, we
have placed it alongsideof disciplines which are not now actual,
but they are disciplines which at least are possible. fn any event,
rnathernaticsneed no trongerfind itself in that odd isolation frorn
which earlier theoretical conceptionsof mathematicssuffer.a?
I must finally return to placing the theory of Objects among the
philosophical sciences,which was accomplishedabove without appealing to a definition. Ou occasion,I have attempted to classify
as philosophicalthose scienceswhich are occupiedonly with psychological mattersor which are occupiedalso with psychologicalmatters.
The opinion has been expressedvery recentlt'8 that my work in
the theory of relations and complexes may have led me by now
to ascribe an essentiallytwofold object to philosophy: firstly, psychological matters and, secondly, relations and complexes. That
47. See above,Secs.2 and 7.
Naturphilosophie,"p. L24 (64),
48. By lltjfler in his study, "Zur gegenw?irtigen
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such a modificationwould destroy completelythe uniiy of the original definition is amply evident. One should be scandalizedto find
the objects of philosophy turning out to be a hodgepodgeof leftoversfrom the natural sciences,unlessone believedthat philosophy
should generallybe characterizedby referenceto whateverthe natural scienceshappenedto leave over.4oOn such a view the function
remaining for philosophy could hardly be called worthy. And even
if the introduction of a scientific activity intended esientially for
pjcking up left-overs could have some practical justification, this
should scarcely alter the theoretical facf that in ttremselvesthese
some particular technique contributed by another science. Insofar
as mathematicsin partiiular can be regardedas a specializedtheory
of Objects,it would be ungratefulto forget that researchof the type
which belongsto the theory of Objectsoften leadsto splendidresults
without any thought for otber philosophicalinterests.
science.If I may count metaphysicsamong the philosophicaldisciplines becauseit conceivesits problems broadly enouglrthat, along
with the physical,the psychologicalis also to be included in it, then

must be consideredtoo. The foregoing can be said quite independently of the fact that, in connection with ideal Objects (which by
nature are always superordinatelsuperiusf), psychologicalObjects
can sometimesenter into consideration.as indispensablesubordinates (inferiora).
Of course,I do not hesitateto admit that the parallelism which
has just been shown to holdrQetweenthe theory of Objectp and
metaphysicsalso holds in othei matters which are fundamentdllyof
more practical than theoretical significance.From the fact that
metaphysicsis concernedwith the psychological,and not only wlth
the psychologicalbut. dso with the physical, I have 'concluded,on
the side of metaphysics,that the repr\sentativeof the psychological
+g.-Ef.Tsreuer,
in H6fler,
/oc.c;r.,tp.ttso(trO).
50. Concerning the reasons for this change in the terminology I have used
heretofore, see No. III of these studies by Mally, chap. i, Secs. 9, 11.
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siders himself authorized (or under the present circumstances,

of Objects is a young, a very young, science.Anyone who betakes
himself to its domain finds an immeasurablewealth of problems-to-be
and possiblesolutions.trIowever,evenwith the rnost carefutrconsideration, he cannothope to fiit the correct answereverytime. Instead,he
must expectthat whai he believesto have been establishedfirmly will
oftentimesfall victim to advancedknowtredgeand to the developed
researchtechniquesof the future. trt is also obviousthat in the beginning the individuality of the investigatormust play a more determinative role in the results than it does in tirnes of establishedtraditions

vation.
some utopia, but as a goal which we may clearly hold before our
eyes, and which we have already begun to use our best abilities to
achieve.
Accordingly,,if the present explanationsare to.function at the
same time as a kind of special preface to the p3rt of the present
book which has to do with the theory of obiJcts, this is the Lppro-

sequently sometimesto go into ones tr have touched on. This is
itself a sign of the primitive stateof the theory of Objects.One might
very well reproachus for not having smoothedout our differencesin
oral converiation in order that we might appear before the public
with a firmly unified systemof harrnoniousconceptsand terrns. The
demandthai controversiesought to be decidedin private rather than
in print is certainly legitimate, but I can rePort that we_are not
spahng of discussionin the Graz PhilosoptricalInstitute' Naturally,
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the principle of the greatestpossiblefreedom of conviction hords at
the sametime; had we decided not to allow individual views to be
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they
are,
(and
they
really
as
burdensome
insofar
be superfluousand
will certainly not endure). Nor will he take ofiense at the fact that
we have decidedto give this or that concept a name different from
the one I have used in earlier works. .A.good term is as nnuch as
hatrfa discovery;and it is better to replacea bad term when a better
one has been found than to continue draggingalong the evil consequences
of the old for the sake of conservatisrn.
I may now summat'up.\n the foregoing, an attempt has been
made to demonstratethe legitimacy of the theory of Objects as a
separatesciencein its own right. The two treatises that followiniidentally and implicitly the other studies assembledin this book
as well-are intended to make contributions to this science.In this
respect, to demand completenessand irrefutability can hardly be
reaionable as things now stand. It is enoughif we should have been
able successfullyto set forth a considerationand critique of ideas
that strive to go still further, and by this to show that the path we
have taken is worthy of confidence,and one by which anyone who
resolvesto take it will be advanced.It is to be hoped that what we
have been able to offer here will bring friends and recognition to
the new scienceof the theory of Objects.
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If I am not mistaken, the reader will take no offense at the great
number of new conceptsand terms,.of which many may appeir to
-lZ.
s.e s.c. to.
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